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Jansen Place - Part 11

A woman in a white dress held Jeffry by the sleeve of his shirt. There was a
whiteness in the smile and face of this woman, and Jeffry let her help him as he tried
to sit in the leather chair in front of the desk.

Jeffry smiled and turned his head to

watch her. She winked and waved at him. He tried to lift himself out of the leather
chair but noticed that there was a man sitting on the other side of the desk. He wore
a white shirt with pencils in his breast pocket. Jeffry could see his smile although he
sat against the window and the sun was shining through the blinds and into Jeffry's
face.
Does this light bother you?" the man asked. Jeffry nodded and the woman in the
white dress walked to the window and pulled the curtains together.
"I hope you feel in better spirits today," the man said.
'Yes sir," Jeffry said, "Thank you again for calling me."
Calling you? the man asked. He looked confused and folded his hands in front
of him. "There is something you have to understand. We didn't call you. This is
something we call fantasy. We never call anyone, but your case seems to revolve
around this delusion."
You called me, Jeffry repeated slowly. The sleepiness of the night covered his
face, but frankly I don't know why I'm here."
That s quite simple," the man unfolded his hands, "you've been under a type of
examination."
Did I pass? Jeffry asked suddenly.
was an investigator, or a professor.

He now understood that the man with pencils

It s not a matter of passing. We have no way of measuring you see, but," he
said taking a sheet from his desk drawer, "I'm afraid we were rather disappointed with
your behavior last night. Your record shows that you've always been a meticulous
student."
That can be explained," Jeffry said. He had concluded that he was facing an
outside examiner who, though qualified and intelligent, did not share a certain sym
pathy that was needed, "I hesitated because I didn't expect your call.
failed to give directions."

You also

Jeffry, would you like to see your parents? You've been quite a scare. They're
waiting in the outside office if there's anything you would like to say to them."
That was my first thought after you called."
"This call is important to you isn't it?"
"Yes sir, as you must know."
The man pushed back his chair away from the desk and called to the woman with
the white face. He whispered something into her ear, and turned to Jeffry. "I'm
going to ask your parents to wait another moment."
"In the meantime," the woman with the white face smiled, "you can tell us abot/

this call."

The man with pencils took a tape-recorder from under his desk, and setting it beside
him, pushed a button. "With that," he said taking hold of the white hand of the worna""we'll start the story."
"But it was the end of my story," Jeffry said.
Let s presume that it s the beginning of ours.
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In this room you can say what you

without fear. No one will listen to it other than this machine and, of course, us."
The man handed Jeffry a microphone, "You were sitting at your desk when the
phone rang."
"Yes," Jeffry said, "I was typing a paper for Monday and the phone rang."
"You answered because you thought that we had called you?"
"Yes I answered it and there was no one on the line and then, of course, I knew
you wanted me."
"We want you," the woman smiled, "but it wasn't us."
"It's funny," Jeffry said looking at his hands, "as soon as I put the phone down I
couldn't breathe. All the air was knocked out of me, and I knew I was going to die."
Jeffry leaned over the desk to try to attract the man's attention, "I didn't want to."
The man looked up suddenly from his papers, "What?"
I mean I wanted to die, after all, you had called me, but I was afraid there
would be no time to give notice. It had shaken me too deeply, and after all, I wasn't
sure how quickly you wanted me. After I put down the receiver the phone started
to ring again and I knew I had time as long as I could hear the ringing. But I didn't
know when it would stop."
"So naturally you went through a period of fear, in which you thought it impor
tant to leave a message."
"Exactly. I had to leave a message, that's why I took the paper out of the
typewriter. I needed time and I thought it would be better to write it by hand- in
the end it would seem more personal."
P i"T^,is P00'0 y°u experienced, did you feel as if you were guilty for something?
Perhaps a charge against you for something you hadn't done."
"But that happened after you called," Jeffry protested, "I can't be charged for
anything that happened on my way over here."
"Presuming we called you, although I assure you we didn't. You could be held
responsible for anything, even after the ringing began."
"But I had to make some sort of arrangement. I needed to leave some message before
'left. I had to apologize."
Why? Had something happened."
No. No nothing had happened but that precisely the reason I had to apolgize. My
amily, for example, wouldn't understand, and I could never tell them. I knew their
'ves would become failures if I left like that, without at least a humble explanation,
or that reason I was going to leave the note."
But you didn't and why was that?"
"Weir, of course it was important to leave them a message, but then I realized
at it was more important to see someone. I was alone when you called me. I think
J you had called any other time - at a party, for instance, or in the streets, or even
ln the classroom - anywhere else it would have been different. It wouldn't have become
a question. I would have welcomed the idea - I would have run."
But there are no phones in any of those places you mentioned."
Jeffry was silent and looked at his hands, "Well. I'm sorry," he said, "It's just that I
wanted to be with someone. I had to talk to someone and tell them why the phone was
r,n9'ng, but would soon be silent. I had to run into the hall to look for the nearest
availab|e person. But not just anyone, I wanted to be with someone who would listen,
a to be someone like me, then I could let them take the message to my parents.
»eemed to me to give the situation the utmost personal ism. It would have broken my
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parents' hearts, for example, if all I had to say was limited by time to a few lines on o
paper.

This way the person I had chosen could tell them how we had been friends

together. He could tell them something encouraging, perhaps even, in some manner
become me, as he talked to them."
But then,

the professor interrupted, "You concluded that this was not important."

O no, it was of utter importance, but I thought that it would be best if I cleaned
my room. I had been busy working on a paper and my room was in shambles and
smelled of stale coffee.
to see my room.

It seemed logical that when my parents came they would want

During such a visit they would want to touch everything in the room,

and somehow, put together my life by its arrangement. Everything for my parents, on
such a visit, would have meaning; the coat slung over the chair, the picture of Jw I
had on the wall, how I had left my papers lying on the desk. They would imagine my
arm carefully placing a pencil next to the typewriter, and the position of the thumb
and fingers, and the slant of the wrist that I had broken as a child. All this would
have meaning, and it would help them if they could see these things.
Of course my first reaction, and I know it was wrong, was panic. I perhaps even
yelled when I fully realized what the phone call meant. I remember I tried to grab the
typewriter as if holding on to it meant my grasp on the world.

But I realized that I

couldn t do that either. I knew I did not have time, and there were necessary things to
do. My heart was bursting, not from fear but rather as if my body were aiding me by
increasing my strength. In that sense I ran. Not as I would have had I been notified
in the streets, but I ran around my room in order to arrange whatever I could. I didn't
accomplish much, but it was the least I could do, try somehow to leave my room as a
message to them. I tried to set everything out in front of them, and hope that they would
understand. I mentally shouted into the pencil beside the typewriter for example. I
had too little time to shout at anything to be heard into the next room. I needed that
strength to run to someone.
one.

I had naturall y, with no disrespect to others, chosen some"

A girl although I can't think of her name. I leaped out the door and down the

steps, and running seemed to help me because I could feel the floor beneath my feet.
Once out into the street I was a changed man.

I felt as if I could breathe, and as if

nothing had happened (or as if I had already been through t^he worst and was on my way
to you). I laughed, I think, and shook my head. I was glad I was going to this girl,
although there was nothing very serious between us. But I had known her for several
months and I was fond of her. She seemed to understand that I didn't have time,
as if from the moment we met she had heard the phone and that all I had to do was
answer it, and then wait for it to stop making that horrible sound that the bells
give off.
She looked at me like that, or at least now I can see she had discovered, without
my knowing it, what was hidden and silent within my room. Such perceptions come
infrequently, and that is how I knew that my company during those last moments
would nold some special meaning for her. A special revelation that would remain
a secret between us. She would tell others about the circumstances and untimeliness
of the phone call, but it would remain a secret. I loved her for that - if there can
be such an emotion as love in such a short span of time.
I ran for a short while, but I didn't want to take the chance that somehow I
would upset the delicate balance of affairs that I was already in. I didn't want to
let go of that last strength, and I smoked a cigarette to pass the time. By this stage
I was almost crawling over the gravel road. I was passing into a dream world, and
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just to express my disbelief I shook my head at everything in sight.
deserted and I nodded at the trees and buildings.

The streets were

By the time I reached her building I had talked myself out of the confused state I
was in. The idea that the phone had started to ring didn't seem real anymore, and it
didn't seem possible that I had really seen and heard what was going to happen the
next moment. It had never happened before, not with such absolute certainty. It was
something to be held in awe and suspicion. Why should I believe that I would sudden
ly know without the others being informed?

Perhaps they had been, I thought, and

they were on their way to my room that instant.

I thought of how I should have waited

for a knock on the door, and how I could have selected the chairs they were to sit in
as I told them that the phone was ringing. I wanted to see my family again and kiss
them into believing in what I had done, and what was necessary for me to do. I would
point out my books on the shelves and explain each reason for their position next to
the others, each underlined word, each ear-marked page. That would have taken
more time, and perhaps that is why they chose not to come.

This too was fine, it might

have been too sad if I had been stahding there next to my books. I know in such a
situation I would have broken down in disbelief whereas I should have smiled politely
and lovingly. Acceptingly.
It was better then that I found myself in the hallway of my friend's apartment house.
But in the hallway I hesitated, but only because I was tempted by the thought of other
necessities. The problem boiled down to the question: "How much time before the
ringing stopped?" Hence I walked back and forth trying to decide. You might say I
had reached a decision. I had but in the hallway there was a crowd of people that
I hod never seen before. The scene was additionally apprehensive because there was
policeman standing to one side in a blue uniform with silver buttons. I hadn't
expected this, and for a moment I thought they were waiting for me. The policeman
was looking at the feet of the crowd and I discovered the reason. An injured dog was

a

'y'ng on the carpet in a spastic-like state.

It may have broken its leg because except

for the hind right paw its three legs were scratching and dancing in the air. Some in
the crowd were watching the animal while others called in through an adjacent room
to someone on the telephone. A woman was on the phone and obviously talking to the
owner because she was trying to describe the dog's state and convince, at the same time,
the owner that he should pick up the dog immediately and carry him away.

I stepped

into the room to see who was on the phone. A girl was propped up in bed with some
pink pillows behind her back. She smiled, and for a moment I thought that it was the
acquaintance

I knew who lived next door, so I moved closer towards her. I had for-

gotten my glasses and had to squint at her, which not without blame, frightened her and
she pulled the sheets tightly around her neck. I retreated.

In the hall the crowd was

s'ill

watching the dog, and suddenly I realized that I didn't need to see the girl anymore.
It didn't seem important, neither her nor the message. The only thing that seemed
important was the pencil which I had left beside the typewriter.

- Rick Reynolds
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Two Stories: Cynthia's Birthday Party & A Story With A Title

The sun rose each morning for 4 1/2 billion years and set each evening for
as many. Each sunrise and each sunset was a little different than any other.
But most of the people spent their thirty or sixty years drawing similarities
between the days. That is my impression.
To me, they were all the same. Each was as long as the others. Each day
I was brought my two meals by the same man. Each day I looked at him and
said nothing. Each day I ate my meals with the same ritual . Each day I used
the same metal knife that came with the meals to carve a notch in the brown
wooden bar that supported my rectangular mattress.
There were special days. I am unfair to say that all the days were the same.
There were special days. I am saying what I remember, no less. I marked an
X instead of a single line on the support -* on special days *- I got new clothes
and the man who brought me my food cut my hair and shaved me. Then I was
given a pan of steaming water and a square of Cashmire Bouquet soap. After
I finished bathing, I ate my first meal. Cn these special days the first meal
consisted of a metal plate of hot porridge, two strips of bacon, a slice of
dark bread, and a glob of apple jelly. I also received a brown paper cup
of hot tea. I sat cross-legged at what was as closely as I could determine the
centre of the room. I put my tea four inches from my left leg. I ate the bacon
in twenty bites; then I rose and knocked six times on the door. After a short
wait, a small spoon, a green three pronged plastic fork, and a wooden
handled saw toothed knife were given to me. I took these with my left hand and
returned four steps to my place; I took eight spoonfuls of porridge, ate my
bread and jam in five bites; I drank the first rip of my tea. I finished the porridge
in eleven more spoonfuls before gulping the cooling tea.

Uncrossing my legs,

I would then mark an X in the appropriate place before getting up; I placed
the dishes on a small slanted shelf next to the door. The door would be opened
and I was allowed to look into the hall. I had just enough time to count ten
doors on the left hand side and nine doors on the right. All of the doors were
closed and a blanket was hung across the hall a few inches past the last
doors. A sag in the middle allowed me to see the tiled ceiling beyond. If
the door had ever been opened for an extra few seconds, I would have had
time to wonder if the hall was seven feet wide; I was nearly certain that the
ceiling was exactly onehundredfour inches from the floor. If I ever talked to
the man who brought me that which was brought to me, I would have asked
him to raise the ceiling one foot. He also brought me my only toy - a pack
of matches, which I kept on the floor near the door jamb.
After the door closed, the loudspeaker in the middle of the wall over my
bed would play piano music. The music was that of Lerner and Lowe and
never changed. That is all I remember.
CYNTHIA'S BIRTHDAY PARTY
HII I'm Larry. Cynthia was telling me about her fifth birthday party -* last
night *- was the celebration of her twentieth. Alec is destroyed since I
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destroyed him by stealing Cynthia away from him. Day in and day out — the
shell of a man, living, eating, counting, forgetting. But I am a new man.
I don't even fumble with my silverware at meals.
"I'm better now than I was at first." he muttered, removing both his hands
from my throat. "I notice days are different, not all the same.
"I remember that it was a very special day. I had to scrub myself and couldn't
go outdoors after lunch. Everybody was there, even my grandfather's deaf
butler. Eight or nine of my best friends were invited. But I sat down and cried,"
she laughed, "and screamed and pissed in the middle of the living room floor."
She looked right at me when she said this.
The witch cackled. "Oh, they had a grand party downstairs and I was locked
in my room on the third floor with nothing but books to read, nothing to do
but mark up the furniture. Did I get any cake? Did I blow out any candles?
I'll see the whole world burn in shame for *hat affair."
But even if he did try to murder me, I can't get mad at him. I did him wrong.
It will all work out. My very father sulked for a decade when his beloved
left him and he met my mother in a delicatessen when he was buying, breakfast
food. Did they live happily ever after? Well, they're dead now, but unti.l
then ~ Yes. I'd even say emphatically yes. No qualifications. They were
living happily ever after before then.
But I didn t really miss the party much. I always cry on special days. You
should have seen me at my wedding, excuse me. Or the big occassion when
Grandfather fired the old codger. And besides, I got lots of presents - an
alarm clock, a tape measure. I knew how far everything was from each other
Morning from night, the bed from the wall, the floor from the ceiling. You
know. And a toy piano - a Linus piano. Did Larry really try to murder you?'
Alec is a fink! Alec is a fink I it's run so clearly through my head all day.
I can't tell you anything that's happened today. That's unfair; I can remember
the beginning - the getting up, getting washed, eating breakfast, Alec is

a fink.

"It only took me an hour to realize that I could have you back if I wanted
It s only been a month but it seems like sixty years. I just walked up to him
and told him it was all over between him and you."
"Burn it! That's what ! was about to do, burn the whole thing! But then,
right when I was standing in the hall with the match in my hand, I got
a more clever idea. I just let the whole thing go."
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She is a funny girl. Once in the afternoon she got me out of bed and said,
"OH. It's tea time. Let's go out for coffee." She started crossing out days
on the calander on September 2 so she would Know how many days were
left until Christmas. She said that she kicked the door with her left teft
leg, rather than knocking, if she was standing in the hall with nothing
better to do.

"And best of all, I got a doll."

- Tom Coakley
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from Furnace Horbor : Twelve Poems in Sequence

I.

- The Buoy Dong. Dong.
Dong.
Rich, as of myriad corruscations,
Sea-barnacles, rock striations,
Red, rust-Flake grey buoy
With your pitted shell, your
Breakings-down, of iron, of
Elements, riding sea-waves,
Your

Lift and fall, lift
In the swell of the grey inland sea,
Lift and fall harbor-headed again,
Rise, roll,
And fall back home again:
Dong.
Dong. Dong.
Chiming the hour over and over again.
Ringing the big lake rippling in.
Moving, rippling on in,
Down into Furnace Harbor.
Sun-shot buoy,
Red, orange, grey,
Swaying, wallowing in a rust-red grey sea,
Thrusting up again your bright, red-stripped belly,
Your grey underbelly,
Toppling over a white crest
Coming in, g<Sing under with
Your red belly showing,
Again.
Dong. Dong.
Dong.
Oh man, I can see you going under.
I can hear you, coming up again.
I can feel tomorrow's bad weather, cold weather
Fifty miles off, coming into this bay.
My blood tells me ice is on its way.
I feel the wet snow in the white froth
The bay's bringing already, when I kneel down
I catch the little combers eye to eye.
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We go out to the far point.
We build a fire in the rocks.
I would wait until that fire
Throws long red veins against the pines,
Wine red splashes over new, pure snow,
But we haven't time.
We must picnic and get
Going.
Waves sway downwind here.
A little at a time, homeward pitched.
You can hear them as far inland as Tennessee.
They shove my planted feet sand to sand,
As far south as Carolina.
I couldn't stand still no matter how deep
I pivoted my feet into the sand bottom:
Sea hedged me step by step,
First in,/ then out, in and out,
Like a bell-buoy,
Swaying.
Water - tides :
Thin, blue-veined ways of bellies rolling in,
Swollen, drowned bellies of drowned men,
Bell-tongued sailors, waves tongue, they sway
You. Crystal clear as madonna
Globed, white and blue, they spiral you,
Spiraling, oh curving you
Home.
Tides
pitch and sway, here,
Where no tides are .
Ear and eye whorl into
A singular vision :
Tbe inland sea grows still,
And still the long lake currents
Running in from four cold lakes away
Round and round an old, old
Umbilical.
Roll, buoy, you
Chaste articulations of rise and fall,
Your old dong and dong, dong,
Tongueing home your neat notations,
Measured out in one stately equation
That insinuates a whole Slipping, thrusting like a fin,
Your rusty tongue into
An old black hole.
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Lift and fall,
In and out of tide,
And ring your bell-tongue echoes, song,
From surface ripple down to rock bottom.
A half-heard shout, monotonous,
Rhythmic, heard, unheard,
From lake to lake,
Harbor to headland,
Rock to rock-wall,
Echoing, still....

IV.
- The Land To ground zero.
At ground zero my ear is layed
Like a bell against the ground,
So I hear all sounds together,
As an Indian scout heard the thud, thud,
Of invisible hooves, resonant through ground.
As all surface sounds,
Cries, songs, whisperings
And secret murmurings,
And bells, and shiftings of sand
Against grains of sand are heard to
Resound through earth and water And then coming in,
Offshore are heard as
Landfalls at Furnace Harbor,
The drum, drum of surf against rock
And sand, stone and highland
Where the roots push down
Into loam.
Through water, as a fetal heart is
Heard through a mother's liquid belly,
Through inland waters, the warm lake,
Feeling the thud of blood,
Hearing the air clear in the
Damp shadows of pine.
Hearing all the images
Through earth and water, here,
At ground zero, inside, inside
Furnace Harbor.
Ear suctioned against the ground;
The layers of sand, of clay, of silt,
And sandstone and on down
To the fresh sea underground,
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And on through to the
Fires below:
Hearing The buoy on the deep surface
Rock like tongue and ear,
Belly and breast
Together;
Rising,
Falling,
Rock like sea shell,
Layered, chambered,
With its inner eye,
Tongues inwardly its own replies

Dong.
Dong.
Dong.
Eye
Turning into a nether ear,
Follows all sound back down
Into Furnace Harbor.
And all the time I look
That bay lays still as glass.
In the silence that follows here,
Hear a silent
Center, a
Contour, curve
Of bay, horizon, hill, shoulder, eye,
Seeing everything together.
Earth, air, fire and water.
The buoy is tongue-tied
To the bottom
Cold furnaces
Smoulder.
We must begin again.
My eye begins again,
My ear works again,
While others eye me,
Who stalk
About the ironworks'
Restoration.
Naked.
I see the buoy, first, then
I concentrate on its colors,
Its rise and its fall.
Then, in silent concentration
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My eye grows dim and
I begin to hear again Dear God! I'm listening And now I can just make out
The old beating, old rhythms, the
Ancient, lost cadences
Of earth, air,
And water.
And fire, fire-light
In the blood,
Limb to limb,
Vein to
Vein.
And my eyes, sightless,
Ear dumb,
Moving into each other's arms like lovers, dancing,
Watching carefully their tentative
Liftings and fallings of feet, tracing
A strange and long-remembered pattern
In the wet dust,
Feeling a breast stir
Against breast-bone,
Eyes fastened to feet,
Watching those dusty feet
As if disembodied, entranced,
Shift, slide, pivot to an unknown tongue,
Move along the ground,
Round and round,
To a center;
Toes spreading,
Gathering and feeling like fingers
A way, treading, up and down,
To the blood beat now,
Drumming,

Silent,
Eyes inward and
Opening out,
Closing the circle,
Moving on in,
Into a whorl, a
Dance, a

i

Poem.

I
V.
- The Inhabitants -

Daughter,
For all your dark eyes, you
Will sink down like a veined stone
Into this bay... .
14

Here in the clear water,
I watch your dark eyes pitch and sway.
Your brown hair, your pale, slender limbs
Waver free and dusky beneath me.
Your eyes growing dark green, amber,
Opening, closing, growing
Larger as you sink
Down away Magnified.
Still.
Caught here, now,
Listening hard, I'm trying
To parse fragments of a-cadence, a fin,
A sea -tide verse signaled only in dong,
Dong, where no tide is.
Where only a rusty bell,
Tongue-tied,
Tells.

Skip
A flat rock
Across the tide Watch my child play '
At its side, skipping among the round rocks,
That she not fall headlong into Furnace Harbor.
Grey-white gull
Sweeps by like a circling cat in heat,
Round and round in widening, freer circlings,
Yellow-black-eyed, wide-eyed,
Swinging out, darting in,
Stalking. Blank, black stare
Dark as snow,
Silent as grey,
Yellow as limestone.
Wings thunder, and wheel round
The still center of our dance
Come to its tight node
Of sex.
Her dark eyes are closed,
I feel my quickening breath.
Gull and cat wheel
All about us.
Look up :
Strange black and yellow eyes
Wheel all
About us.
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Yellow as limestone.
This limestone is
The oldest dirt in the world,
Left from the old, ice-capped and
Original creation The first scraping clean, grooved like sand
By the first fiery glacier.
No rock, silt, or shale,
Sand, loam, or limestone,
Dust or dirt,
As ancient, none
Nakeder than

This.
It sucks my fingers to the bone.
It wears away my gristle.
It bones and bloods me.
Wears my flesh away.
Rock. Lime. LimeStone .

And :
Lake Grouper with a fat lip,
Jellied down there, move your move
In shadows under shadows, stir
Frozen alive, you grow still
Again.
Fins wavering -

Timed

To the surface ripples,
Eyes wide as a split open belly,
Pink as rain-washed wound;
Breathe . Mouthe .
You
Open and close.

Tell.
Swallow and your mouth Grey, fossy-opens, closes;
Again and again;
Pulsations of
Red-striated lungs,
Creature-eyes wide and staring, blank
As a wall-eyed pike's.
Red-ringed, steady,
Holding tight,
Green
Under great
Pressure.
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In quick white spurts,
Multicolored, the bright resiliant trout
Dart arrow-like from stone
To stone.
Cave in, man.
Kneel yourself down
Ankle-deep in harbor-water, into
Warm, green slime.
Lift up the soft planes of
Limestone, slip your hands
Into the darkness underneath
Stones.
Brush, man,
Your calloused palm across
This gritty, flat rock and roll
The grit gently away.
Feel the moss, soft
As fur, as skin against your skin.
Roll against your skin
The little nodales of loam,
Smooth out to rock bottom
The nakedness of this,
This ancient stone.
Rub the flesh of your hand,
Your palm back and forth
Across the naked stone,
Scales like flesh,
Until we with
Furnace Harbor, you. ...
Or smooth out the sand ridges
On the bay-floor, if you can,
Or plunge....
Stiff fingers into dead sharp pine needles,
Until they scrape against the forest floor.
Rock-bottom then. Lime
To lime
Stone.
And when my finger's flesh and bone
Struck the bottom lime
Stone, then
Roots squeezed in,
Deeper than

Nails,
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And across rock-edges cut,
Stripped away the skin,
Root and finger
Skinned white.
In the cold water, the blood
Rose slowly to the surface,
Opening out into fingers,
Into tendrils, roots, strung
Into nerves, threads
Of veined tissues,
Lifting, falling The bone-white buoy rings,
Dong. Dong.
Cold runs
Red as blood.
Sticks bleed here, even as
Bones.
And watch, father, watch that she,
Mossed and slippery,
That your flesh and blood not fall
Headlong into Furnace Harbor.
For you'll never catch her, though
You may meet her eye to eye, going down.
Might just as well fish
The mouths of rocks,
Smooth the sand bottom,
Burrow down to the limestone shelfs,
Lay bare the rock shelf
Under water, sand,
Bone-whi te,

(

White as
Bone.
Might as well,
She and I sing
Bits of song :
"where many are the dead men,
too silent to be free ."
Words.
Cadences.
Our two voices.
One young, one old, old male, female child The bell-buoy out-tongues
Us, and everybody... .
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Dead fathers,
Dead daughters,
Dead sons,
Dead mothers,
Dead girls,
Every one,
Every one,
Dead and
Singing.
The buoy sounds bay and pines :
Dong.

Dong.

Dong.

Tides even here, inland
Where the compass spins,
Where continents divide
Not in mountain pass,
Not in volcanic gulf, split
Like a green pomegranite, cracked wide
As an apple,
But tides even here
Among tumbled down, round rocks,
Rooted round the lip of glacials, the
Shallow lakes, gouged and bass-bedded,
Their bottoms growing up, changing;
When the glaciers came,
In the first, ice, age,
Tides even here, inland,
Pitch and sway,
And the fish
Follow them Feeding, drifting,
Spawning,
In their dreamy,
Submarine way.
Here, at the straits,
Where lake waters mix,
And the cold, deep
Currents run
Tides.
The flot rock I skip across the water
Should leap ringing all the way across
The water, across the crystal bay
Just grained with ripples.
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But it skips once, twice, a third time,
Then sideslips like a leaf
Headed for loam, like a seed thumbed down
Into a rich, black delta, staring back at me,
As it sinks away, it
Grows bigger and bigger;
As it sinks away,
Like a specimen suspended in glass,
Magnified.
Still.
It's
Caught
And held there.
Embraced, hardened, oiled,
Boned.
It's rich, sunken.
It shoots out pale fingers,
Wavering, catching hold, swelling now,
Monumental in its
Stillness.
Father, daughter,
Play the same game over and over,
Call it by different names.
Skipping or tumbling's
All the same - the workmen
Pace I ike a dream
Round the ironwork's
Restoration.

t

Stone. Lime. LimeStone. PlumbLine.

~ P.D. Church
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Movie Scenes

The Weird-House Scene
It is the countryside at night, and the rain is pouring down. Suddenly a 1936
Studebaker lurches up a deserted country road. It stalls. A man gets out with a flash
light and while the rain drips off his nose and makes his trenchcoat shiny and slick, he
opens the hood and checks the motor. "It's flooded, honey," he yells through the
downpour. It is at this point that we learn they're on a honeymoon. They don't know
what to do, until the wife suddenly notices a twinkling light up on a nearby hill. With
no alternative, they trudge up and use the baronial door-knocker - no doorbell. The
door opens after a trifling delay of ten minutes to reveal a white-haired gentleman with
Burning Eyes. "Welcome," he says, and ushers them into a room furnished in rich and
exquisite taste. "May we use your phone?" says hubby. Of course he can. Just as he
picks up the phone, the scene switches outside to the telephone lines, swaying in the
wind and the rain. A shiny black gloved hand reaches out and grabs the wires, while
another similarly attired hand savagely cuts them with a clipper. The husband inside
taps the phone's receiver a few times, saying "Hello?hello? .. .the phone's gone dead."
"And I'm afraid the bridge is washed out," says their host, by way of comfort.
Prison Scene
Big Bull and his accomplices are running across the prison yard to scale the wells.
It's a jailbreak . This jailbreak, like most daytime jailbreaks, occurs in a sweltering, dusty,
cloudless day. Suddenly the screws and finks (guards) appear from nowhere with machineguns. The little stoolie squealed. "Give up, Big Bull!" yells the warden, "We've got
you covered." Bull replies, "Ya ain't gonna get us warden I Yaa-a-hh!" Suddenly the
chaplain (Pat O'Brien) intervenes, with a voice as soft as velvet. "Wait, warden. Let me
do this...my way. I know they're really good boys." So saying, the chaplain walks over to
the convicts. Suddenly Bull grabs him and points a gun at his head. "Okay, warden,
yer gonna let us walk outta here, 'cause we got the chaplainI"
Jungle Scene
A bamboo hut in the depths of the Amazon jungle. A Union Jack or Old Glory hangs
listlessly from the roof. The air is heavy with the buzz of insects. Inside are a few men
in varying states of sweat, unshaven faces, and sour expressions. They wear only pithhelmets and underwear. "I can't take it anymore," growls one, a young kid from Brooklyn.
"This stinkin' miserable swamp. The mud. The mosquitoes. The heat n' sweat. It rots
everythingI Look at this stinkin' rotten radio." He kicks it. "Fallin' apart like everything
else in this stinkin', rotten, filthy, sonuvabitch jungle.. .yaahhhI" Cary Grant leaps up
and slaps him. "Tanks, Mike," sobs the kid, "I needed that." "Let's all get some shuteye," says Cary. He is a Tower of Strength.
Charlie Chan Scene
New York City at night. A nubile maid opens the door to a comfortable hotel room
and walks in. Suddenly she sees a corpse cluttering up the floor. She screams and faints.
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Fodeout, followed by dramatic music. In the next scene, a smug looking Charlie Chan
with a toothy smile that would make Dracula gulp; a New York detective with benevolent
white hair, a country accent, and no brains; a vacuous '2 son; and their ever faithful
and good-natured though wonderfully comic Negro chauffeur, are all bending over the
body. Outside the room fumes a young new detective who wasn't allowed in by the older
detective. He wears a zoot-suit and a trench-coat, and talks Brooklynese. He is also in
love with the maid, who is now a prime suspect, but she detests him. "Well, Charlie,"
says the dumb older detective, "I guess it's suicide." "Wot you think it is, Mistuh Chan?
Hee-hee." says the token.Charlie notices that the dead man's watch has stopped at 5:37.
This is big clue." he intones, "I will prove this man murdered to death by Nazi agent
with scar under his left armpit. For after all, 'one must shoot bear before shelling ostrich
feathers.' Excuse, please."
Historical Fiction Scene
It is 1794. Across the English Channel the French are chopping each other's heads
off. In a secret room in London, a man, his face hidden by the shadows, says to his
followers, "We must rescue Jacque de Granville du Bois from the guillotine next week..."
He then throws on the table a little four-petal flower - a scarlet pimpernel. Fodeout, to
a couniry masion. There is a lady in a bell-bottom dress and a man in waistcoat, buckles,
and lace. "Percy," says the beautiful young wife, "will you never show any courage?"
"Lo, my love, how silly you talk." In reality, this fruitcake is the Scarlet Pimpernel, as
no one in the audience would ever guess.The scene shifts to Paris. The tumbril rolls up to
the guillotine with prisoners bound and gagged. A filthy, short, unshaven Frenchman with
tooth decay, bad breath, and underarm odor, laughs. "Now we shall see how Jacque and
his fellow aristos like Madame la Guillotine." But the prisoners turn out to be French
guards. "Sacre Bleu! (translation: Holy Fuck!)" yells the froggie, especially when he sees
a bunch of scarlet pimpernels stuffed into one of the guard's mouths.
Or what about Robin Hood, who, with his merry men, has broken into the castle of thot
goateed swine, the Sheriff of Nottingham, in order to rescue the beautiful Maid Marion?
There is a final climactic duel between Robin acid the Sheriff, on a staircase spiraling arou^
a high, unbelievably large pillar. No one else is in sight. Their shadows make grotesque
pantomines on the walls. Dramatic music is everywhere. Both Robin and the Sheriff smile
scornfully, but Robin is the better conversationalist: "Curse you, Robin, you Saxon dog!"
And now, my dear sheriff, we shall see how you like the taste of cold steel." The Sheriff
fights dirty, and several candles, which are in the large hall for no apparent reason, are
sliced through. The Sheriff loses his sword, Robin deftly hands it back (being a good fellow),
and the dastardly Sheriff is eventually skewered.
Beach Movie Scene
The beach movie, although quaintly - perhaps even charmingly - anachronistic,
nonetheless is a universe all its own. There are no parents, no adults except for comic
villains like ad-men and policemen, no sign of autumn or winter (summer, apparently,
lasts forever, and clothing heavier than bathing suits is seldom worn), no visible means
of support^ for any of the beach crowd, and no actual sex, although plenty of sexiness.
There is little attempt at character development; the characters simply go on and on.in
a kind of eternity, like the characters in Pickwick Papers. The main people are usually
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Annette Funicello (who never wears anything smaller than a one-piece bathing suit), and
Ricky Nelson, Frankie Avalon, Fabian, George Hamilton, or any other personality who
is a has-been now, but wasn't in the fifties and early sixties. There is also a horde of
bronzed, nubile, blond girls, each of whom looks like all the other blond girls in that and
every other beach movie; and a horde of good, clean boys, whose sexual drive is limited
to leering, getting slapped in the face, and a very occasional virtuous kiss. The villains
are all comic - almost Dickensian - and nothing serious or really bad ever happens.
Except for a villain or two, and Annette's jealousy, there is nothing to disturb this
universe's equilibrium. The movie always ends where it began - the "problem" is solved,
the "plot" resolved, and everyone returns to surfing, singing, roasting weenies, and
dancing the twist on the beach. One wonders, how the beach universe can endure as it
does - forever - since there is no sign of mating and no permanent influx of new characters.
Perhaps everyone is immortal.

The End

- John Lock wood
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Almost carelessly, brushing his teeth, vaguely trying to make them clean, hoping
to maintain the freshness gained by sleeping most of the day, making enriching excuses
to prevent himself from going downstairs, merely brushing his teeth. Summer, relax
ation, solitude, comfort, clean teeth. Maybe self-love because he could watch himself
in the mirror without feeling guilty, without thinking about it, without thinking.
Very definitely, out there, down stairs, some glass broke. Certainly followed
by a scream of terror. A scream of terror, he noted, sounded like a scream of terror and then he admonished himself, to himself, for talking to himself again, but
continued, with the salivated toothpaste slithering toward his chin: Every time I hear
something like this I am terrified. But it is inevitably nothing. But his innocent
toothbrush became less carefree because he really knew that a scream of terror was
not nothing. So the endless party was over on its third afternoon.
Paul was staring into the mirror and seeing nothing in the place where his eyes
belonged, teething on the plastic, with his hands on the washstand. For an undefined
period of time. Then he noticed his position, guiltily removing the brush from his
mouth, rinsed it carefully, & his mouth.
Jo Anne was standing in the bathroom, right behind him. "Paul, Martin just
put his hand through a window."
Paul, startled, asked, "On purpose?"
Jo Anne nodded yes to the floor and Paul wished they were somewhere other than
the victim's mother's bathroom, but remembered to say something to demonstrate his
keen sense of crisis. "Is he hurt?"
"Ks arm."
"Did anyone call an ambulance?"
She hesitated. "Yeah." She was staring at the floor with a puzzled intensity.
"Ya. Um. Stan did."
Paul was surprised or baffled but chose to be surprised. "Stan? Is Stan here?"
Stan, who had run off with Martin's sister more than a year ago. And Paul was
clever - "And Julie?"
"Yes. They got here this morning. I wanted to come up to tell you but was
afraid to wake you up."
"Do we have to stand and talk abodt this in the bathroom? Is anyone taking
care of Marty's arm?"
They stepped on to the worn carpet of the hallway, leaving Paul's toothbrush
on the washstand. Thinking momentarily of the tragedy, Paul glanced down the
stairs, certain that he would see nothing. Then they sat down together, leaning
°9oinst the false-brick wallpaper. Paul was irritated that he felt strain, forsaw
questions, complications, sympathy, pain, that he would ask for explanations and
9et none, that he had not slept even one more hour. Insofar as he had developed
a

plan for the day it had been to fall in love with Jo Anne and maybe buy a bottle
wine.
"Could you, perhaps," he asked placing his hand just above her knee, "enlighten

me a bit?"

"Could you give me a cigarette?"
"Just a minute ago I was brushing my teeth with perfect leisure ." He fumbled
for and handed her a cigarette, lighting it with the last match from a matchbox.
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"Where's your lighter?"
"I lent it to Martin last night. Besides, you can use the box for an ashtray." He
slid it open and shut a few times to demonstrate the convenience of the arrangement.
They sat silently for a few minutes. "Maybe we should go out for some coffee.
I m almost out of cigarettes anyway." He thought how prosperous it would be to flee
down the stairs and out the door past Julie, Stan, Martin - how formidable, maybe.
There was probably broken glass between them and his car; Stan's car between his
and the street. He made no move to go, she looked as if she was about to begin discusses
the obstacles - he stood up quickly dragging her with him. She bent down, picked up
the matchbox full of ashes, and stuffed it in his shirt pocket. He fumbled to see if he
had his keys.
But they were alone at the bottom of the stairs. Alone with the broken window
and more blood than Paul thought there would be. And his car was not blocked in.
It was cold, almost too cold to be a June afternoon. The little kids forgot it was
becoming summer and had left the street empty except
bicycles, and a collie waiting for a car to chase.

for some baseball gloves, bats,

It was a fifteen minute drive to the diner across from Paul's old apartment but
he still went there because that is where he was expected to be if he wasn't somewhere
else. It was impossible to make the trip simply - it was necessary to skirt the middle of
the city on a network of side streets, most of which were one way and he was never
sure which way was which. More than onything Paul was anxious for things to be
simple.
After about the third corner, Jo Anne asked if they were going to Mason's.
If someone wants to find me they look there. Besides I want to see how things
are over that way."
Julie and Stan were at the window when we drove oway."
Once again Stanley had remained invisible to him. Julie met him at college
and once wrote Paul a letter about him. Paul hod gone up to see Julie but she and
Stan had dropped out of school the week before and gone to the West coast. Since
then Paul had only talked to Julie once - almost every time he was drunk he tried to
call her - and she did not even mention Stan's name. Paul sent her a long letter about
Stan s invisibility but, although that had nearly been a year ago, he never received
an answer . As far as he knew nobody else had met Stanley until today. "What are
they doing here?"
Her answer did not come, so after a few seconds Paul turned to look at her
encouragingly and ran a four-way stop. A horn honked. And both of them became
lost in the geography of the trip through the city. At a major street, Paul impulsively
drove toward downtown. Jo Anne was shaken out of her silence and asked where or
why, he didn't really hear which.
Trying again to be impassive, he allowed, "Katherine and I used to come here.
It s out of the way so I hardly ever come over."

"Oh."
He turned again down a residential boulevard. "We used to walk here at night ad
say nothing to each other. Everywhere else we had something to say. Here we just walk*1
"Your mind wanders a lot."

Inside it was

crowded with workmen sipping coffee. Jo Anne asked why they never
went to bars after work. He noticed then that they were there. "It's that late. We
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better call Marty - or Mrs. Sears - and tell her not to make us any dinner."
"I'll do it," she replied. "Order me some soup - some of the Heinz canned
stuff, and a grilled cheese sandwich."
He sat down at the only empty booth, near the back. "Ckay. You might as
well tell her that..."
"No, no. Not now. I'll just make it quick."
Indeed she was falling in love with him, misfortunes aside. The waitress (really
she ran the place with her husband) was asking Paul if he still lived in the neighborhood. He ex plained that he had moved out about two week earlier - right after he
was through with school for the year. She told him that "that girl" had been in

yesterday looking like she had lost her last friend in the world. Paul was surprized
because he had heard that Katherine was quite happy.
"Did she ask about me?" (Jo Anne in the phone booth was suddenly much
farther away than Katherine here yesterday.)
"I don't know. I'll ask my husband. What will you have?"
Paul decided that girl Katherine hadn't asked about him (bowl of vegetable beef
soup, bowl of chicken soup, grilled cheese, hamburger with onions, two coffees
black) because she knew he was staying at the Sears' and would have called him
there. Maybe she was looking for someone else, maybe she was just nostalgic, maybe
she was passing by for some unknow reason, maybe the waitress-owner was mistaken
(and an order of french fries). She asked him if he was working this summer
but they were interrupted by Jo Anne's return. "Martin's arm was still bleeding
when the ambulance came. Mrs. Sears is pretty upset and wants to know if its all
right for them to come over here for dinner."

"Who?"
"Julie and Stan."
"Didn't anyone go to the hospital with him?"
"I guess not." She sounded disturbed.
"I can't stop them." She went back to the phone, Paul sipping his water,
especially chewing on the ice-cubes. The owner-husband came over to the table:
"Gees. Don't know how you keep all your women straight. Well the other one was
in here yesterday, unhappy about something or other. She sat at the counter - that s
funny you know - none of you kids sit at the counter anymore. But she had three
cups of coffee and she ain't no coffee drinker. Well on the third one I says to her:
you're unhappy its pretty stupid to drink coffee - a person ought to go to sleep if he's
unhappy; and she looks up at me - I don't mind telling you that when she looks
right at you no matter how unhappy she is, she's a real pretty girl, but you know
that I guess - well she looks up at me and says: I'm not unhappy, just tired, I guess.
And just by looking at her you can tell she's unhappy. So I was going to let it go when
she says does Paul - that's you ain't it? - come by here very much anymore? And,
you know, I tell her that you're by from time to time and I'll tell you that she was
looking for you next time you come in. Then she gives me thiry cents - and she must
know that coffee's only fifteen cents here no matter how much you drink - and so I says
to her that it's only fifteen and she asked when did it go up. It really was something to
see her so unhappy that she could forget what she was doing. You kids ought to take
it more easy."
By the time Mason was done Paul realized that he would be at least spiteful
and bitter instead of bland and pathetic by the time Julie and Stan showed up.Throughout
he had prayed for the interruption of food or of Jo Anne's return. But there was no
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stopping him anymore than there was
hope °f finding something out from him or of
returning to h.s shunning all morning slumber. And the new hope of a midafternoon
to midnight daydream slipped away as he realized his lecture had gone, food had com
and he was staring into Jo Anne's nearly pretty face
"Well?" he asked.
"They're coming." (They'll be here shortly dearie never fear.) And then less
pompously, What do you know about Stan anyway?"
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inquisitively rather than concerned—about his friend's mishap.
"If they aren't coming," she said, "it's sort of ridiculous to sit around here and
wait for them." She seemed more apprehensive than anything else since it was fairly
certain they were coming. But Paul responded by turning to see if perhaps they were
coming in right then and was
surprised to see Katherine.

He looked back at Jo Anne questioningly— she

shrugged: it's all right i have nothing against katherine and besides if she's here she's
here and you're making yourself look awkward by gaping like that. Katherine was
standing just inside the door blocking the way of a fat lady with a shopping bag, with
a look of beautiful bewilderment about 3/4 of a diner from (Jo Anne and) Paul.

The

lady with the shopping bag cleared her throat, gave Katherine a crude but gentle
shove. Graceful Katherine tottered a bit. Paul pretended to shoot her with his finger.
The lady with the shopping bag—the likes of which at any other time would be invisi
ble to the likes of Katherine, Paul, or Jo Anne— uttered a startling Balkan curse, and
Katherine came to Paul. Jo Anne slid over to give her a seat but
she stood at the end of the table and said "My God, you're here" to Paul and
"How are you" to Jo Anne.
Paul invited her to sit down with "Sit down."
"I saw your car from the bus. I was going out to see Joel and I saw your car.
The idiot bus-driver wouldn't stop for three blocks."
"Joel? Where's Joel? Sit down.

You'll probably end up staying for a while."

She sat down next to Paul, at the very end of the seat. Jo Anne and Kathenne
had a chance to look at each other while he decided whether or not to slide over
make room for her. He moved. He kissed her on the cheek.
There had been summers before. A touching story of a tight knit circle of friends
growing up together. Well provided for handsome healthy active intelligent able to
live as a mini society among a social order disemminated by the realities of modernity.
Summer time relaxed at a scenic upstate lake. Winter time spent enriching their
minds. Never to be more than a semester separated from one another. Always anxious
and curious to know each others fortunes and misfortunes. Minor disagreements mellowed
with time. There had been summers before.
"Joel's been in town for three days now. He tried to call your apartment, I
imagine. Anyway, I ran into him by accident this morning." She asked Mrs. M. foi
a cup of tea. Paul and Jo Anne shared a grimace. (Stop bubbling, please, somebody's
bleeding.) "He's at his parent's. What are you doing here?"
Jo Anne, fearing she was about to be ignored answered quickly but not urgently,
"Martin punched out a window."
With the tea, Mrs. Mason brought the coffeepot.
retracted his thoughts against the diner.

She was cheery and Paul

"Well, it's nice to see you all back.

Things

are always fine so long as you young people keep coming here." The three of them
smiled. Katherine asked her how business was. She said they were thinking of
redecorating, "but we won't be able to if it stays cold like this.
the heat on in the middle of June."

Think of it, turning

Katherine said she heard on the radio that it was supposed to be eighty tomorrow.
Paul was excited, "Maybe we should all go out to the lake?"

"All?"
"Us three, and Julie and Stan, and Joel.

If it's going to be summer there's no
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reason to avoi - ignore it."
Julie and Stan came in. Julie sat down next to Jo Anne, Stan pulled a chair
up to the end of the booth. Julie was upset but tried to act surprized: "Katherine,
how are you? Do you know Stan."
There was a choral hello, hi Stan, pleased to meet you, Stan, How's Marty.
Pbul wondered how Marty was really and noticed perhaps for the first time that Stan
was really. He wanted to ask what took them so long but figured they had probably
done something responsible like clean up. Anyway, the details could be straightened
out later: right now Paul could only think of driving across Indiana and a song he
listened to or heard on the car radio - what song. If he could only remember what song
everything else would slip into place fairly quickly; first he would know why he was
thinking about driving across the Indiana Tollway - Pigeon River: marking sig n i
on.
the bridge he was crossing - just two months before at Pigeon River Indiana. He had
no idea what the Pigeon River looked like: it must be small and winding (the re are
two places where the Tollway crosses it inserted between the two places the Tollway
crosses the St. Joseph's River). And there was a song on the radio - otherwise cars
and trucks and the relief of being away from the construction zone that stretched
across the Illinois - Indiana border; also the shame of being farther away from Chicago
and its motion, the focus of direcfion signs on the highways that made one excited thai
the Great Lakes had caused the nation to focus on one central point, that the progress
of the century made the drive around that city a merry-go-round of every place name,
of every place idea that could be associated with motion in the country; the disappoint^
that the Chicago radio station was fading and the song was fading - fading while he was
listening to it - fading now as
Mark explained that "he lost some blood. An ugly cut. I think cut. Really cuts.
An ugly cut, it was. He'll be in the hospital overnight with his cuts .Without his blood."
Paul, afraid to daydream again, asked if they had taken care of the window.
"Paul, how have you been?" Julie asked.
THERE HAD BEEN SUMMERS BEFORE
Katherine stood up. "I'll call Joel and tell him I'm not coming out."
Tell him to come here." Jo Anne suggested.
t
"Ernie's. Tell him to come to Ernie's. I'm tired of sitting here. I've been sitting
here for four months. We got to go."
Mrs. Mason brought the food Julie and Stan had ordered. And coffee. Paul asked
for some ice cream and a check. "I've been fine. It's really been a good year."
"I'm sorry I didn't answer your letter, Paul. But how was I supposed to?"
Paul thought omygod the letter. It's been a year at least. That letter, he hod told
Katherine about that letter right after he sent it. I'm sorry Katherine. No I mean,
m sorry Julie."(I mean Katherine, I always mean Katherine) "What have you been
up to all this time?"
There was an oh shut up offensive by the rest of the group. Paul, planning on non
chalantly pulling a cigarette from his empty pack, flubbered, I've been wanting to nice'
you Stan.. ."(wanting to beat you Stan.)
"And I you."(Aren't we well brought up little boys and girls) "What's this
Ernie's anyway."
(Hey, baby, this a hip scene or not, like I just wanna know, I just gotta know)
(No, man, this is a stuffy drag)
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Paul heard. Heard Katherine's voice, "Paul, you look confused."
Jo Anne came back from the phone. "He's coming. Are we going?"
Somebody was finding money. Stan was inquiring as to whom Joel might be.
Everybody was trying to get up.
And somehow Paul escaped from the static, the static that had to go away before
he would be able to tell what the song was, somehow Paul and Katherine were standing in
the street watching the others walk into Ernie's. Ernie's Grill. Katherine was saying
something, was saying someting to him, was saying his name, was saying Paul. Katherine
should be saying Paul. Katherine was saying Paul, "Paul, what's going on."
(summer)
"I was staying at Martin's house - Martin's mother's house - until I found a place
to live. I was falling in love with Jo Anne. I was brushing my teeth at 3:30 in the
afternoon when Marty punched out a window. Sometime today his sister and, uh, Stan
• showed up at the house. We went out for coffee. I drove down the boulevard - honest,
it's the first time I've thought of you in two months - I want to fall in love with Jo
Anne."
She asked him for a cigarette .
"Coffee and cigarettes. I went out for coffee and cigarettes. I forgot to get
cigarettes."
Katherine made no motion. "How does the boulevard look?"
"Like a cold day in the spring. Why were you looking for me yesterday?"
They continued to stand in the street. Two fire engines and a police car went by.
Katherine pulled a letter from her purse. "It's for you from me. I didn't want to mail it
to you. I didn't want to give it to you at the Sears'. I wondered how to get it to you."
She was happy. He tried to take it from her but she wouldn't let go. He mellowed.
I don't think you've ever written me a letter."
"I hate to write letters. They always end up sounding silly."
"Let's you and me go to Niagara Falls tomorrow."
"Hey Paul, let's go right now." He stood there pretending it took some time to
make up his mind.
Stan came out. "You're just standing in the street."
Katherine looked at him. "I think we're going to NiagaraFalls." And then to Paul,
Don't forget to get cigarettes."
Paul asked Stan how long he'd be around. "I'd like to talk to you."
"Don't forget to get cigarettes before you go."
Paul and Katherine walked a block to a drug store for cigarettes and then back
to the car. Although it was a June evening it reclly did masquarade as a March after0000. As they turned on to the boulevard Katherine asked, "When did you wash your
car?"
"Today. Am I ever going to read that letter? Rather, yesterday. I was going to
wax it today."
"No. I guess I knew, you'd never read it when I wrote it."
He worked at challanging the sense of that for a while and whined a bit that it
seem®d they were running away.
"No, just running around. Look, I'll tell you what the letter says, what I was
linking about."
He smiled. "You were thinking about summer coming, about last summer, or maybe
^ year before, about how we forgot to have a big fight."
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"Sure. And about people. Nobody was home. I was lonely. I didn't want to
call. I didn't want to write. I wanted to go for a long drive."
"You want it, I got it for you."
"I was reading the newspaper. I had read the newspaper, I figured, because the
paperboy had just collected. I'd bought a whole week's papers and I felt I should read one."
"The Saturday paper? Was there a picture of a pretty plain girl - that plain but
pretty - dipping her lilly-white toe in the cold, cold water."
" Uh-uh. That's the one."
"That's as far as I got J"
"Me too.Then I wrote you a letter."
"You mean you didn't read about the wars, the accidents, the drowning puppies,
or the funnies?"
They were nearly to the New York State Thruway. Katherine flipped on the radio.
"That sounds like a perfectly respectable letter."
"It's silly," she moaned. "What's this about Marty, anyhow?"
It was the right time of day and they were enough between cities that there was
static and drift from the radio and Paul regained his faith that everything would work out
as soon as he determined the song he hcd head at Pigeon River. So if she was endeavoring
to keep a constant conversation lilting from their lips, her hopes were lost. It must have
been ten minutes later when he heard her say, "It's funny that the mysterious Stan should
be here today."
"Mysterious?"
"Now, don't shrug him off. You made quite a thing of it one day."
He had hoped, in fact convinced himself, she would not remember that day, the day
after he wrote the letter to Julie, the day he swore he would go somewhere else this
summer. "I thought maybe you hadn't remembered."
"I don't know Julie very well, you know. What were she and Stan doing?"
"I don't know - or I don't remember. Jo Anne probably rold me this morning."
"When you were trying to fall in love with her."
He wondered if she appreciated the excitement of motion as much as he did whether anyone connected things together especially by the motion from place to place,
whether it was just his imagination that called a single event everything that happened
between two motions - or whether the motion to her was just a tirr.ig inconvenience, or
whether this was just a simple definition of restlessness.
I've been trying to fall in love with Jo Anne for three years."
"And you've never done it."
Almost once. But she pushed the wrong button on the juke box."
You never will." They were close enough to Buffalo to smell it. "Don't go on those
new expressways in Buffalo. Take the Thruway to Grand Island."
By now the radio had latched firmly onto a Buffalo station and occasionally it became
much too loud. He twisted the dial to find a more distant station - impulsively something
from the Midwest - Detroit was the only possibility.
That's silly. We haven't had a clear station since we got on the Thruway and now tha'
we're near enough to get Buffalo, you change it."
(I will never confess my guilt) "Those goddamn Buffalo radio stations." She didn't car®
and he saw the rediculous significance he had attached to her comment. (As soon as I know
the song I will sing it to her)
The Grand Island bridges are nothing like the Pigeon River Bridges. Except they ore
?ach parallel twos over their own flowing bodies of water «• and Grand Island could be o
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midwestern barren (Indiana among the Niagara): the rise and fall of those four New York
arches, the industrialized river, the American vehicles. The bridgeway invisible among
the tollway except for the signs, a narrower shoulder, the flatness, the unknown river,
the American vehicles.
There is no way in the U.S. to just sneak up to the Falls: the highways, the factories,
the tourist walks, the railings,the concessionaires. Almost no way. Paul and Katherine in
the gorge, behind a building, cold, illegal, dangerous, giggling silently.
There was no way in the city to escape the sound of the falls.
Then, in the car, they drove to the border - the lax border of peace, cooperation and

tourism, to the Rainbow Bridge.
"How long will you be in Canada?"
"Until morning."
The official nodded his lewd approval. "Where were you born?"
,
"U.S."
"You, miss?"
"U.S."
"Okay."
But not until morning. Just up along the river to Queenston, and back into the US
and down the uglier side of the river to downtown Niagara Falls NY, not far from where
fhey hod walked into the gorge - at the foot of the hill (at the top of the gorge): this time
facing upwards towards the ugly Main Street. Now it was unquestionably night; now they
*ere unquestionably without the vision of the glory of the falls, of the place Niagara Falls,
but they certainly were at the place Niagara Falls.
They walked through the city - what is called on small white signs: BUSINESS
J DISTRICT—> ; and through its implied counterpart residential district, across a modern
' ^mercial street - with its hamburger stands, franchise restaurants, small plazas, of drug
rtores, supermarkets, liquor stores, with its service stations, left turning lanes - and up to
^ top of the hill: an ice-age sand bar now a swank suburb. They were tired, out of breath,
li'ent, cold. At the bottom of the hill was Niagara Falls. They were startled by some boys
luite near them on the street corner.
"You going in already?"
"Yeah. It's too fucking cold."
They both giggled. "Go tell him," Katherine nudged Paul.
Paul whispered hoarsely, "Son, it's not too cold to fuck."
They drove all night avoiding towns and paved roads as much as possible, a little too
to be romantic, a little too slow to be dangerous, much too indirect to be important.
** the time it could be determined that it was surely growing lighter the direction became
less vague. They stopped in a small Erie Canal town and stood bleary-eyed on the lift^'dge and looked at the sun, silent.
^ere will be summers again. Young men and women striving to maintain their childhood
ond yet gracefully assume their unavoidable maturity. There had been summers before.
was home in bed with gauze pads lumped under a white gauze sleeve.
"Hi, Paul. Where've you been?"
(Too smooth, much too smooth) "We went to Niagara Falls."
"We?"
"Katherine."
"All night?"
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He nodded yes but also nodded tired, groggy .

<

"Oh. Then you'll be going to bed now."
"I guess. Except there's no place to sleep what witn eveybody under the sun here."
"Welcome to your apartment. You can always try the floor."
Paul yawned, thought about asking Marty about his mishap, but his sleep made the
question seem trivial, made most everything seem trivial. Someday he really would drive
off the road and either the car or he would be destroyed in some ugliness - and maybe he
would have a passanger - but if that sleepy it would be much too vague to hurt. Still, he
asked, "How's your arm?" .. .(How did you enjoy the play, Mrs. Lincoln?)
"It hurts." (period)
Instead of the floor, Paul chose to nap curled up in his Sprite. He figured he'd be
more out of the way there. While he slept it actually became a summer day: Mrs. Sears
complained of her house becoming a flop house; so everyone washed his own orange juice
glass when the time came; Paul's arm fell asleep; a neighbor washed his car. Paul ignored
the first two flies, and the sweat, but finally gave up enough to be awake when people
began going in and out the front door.

I

He unkinked himself enough to think; to think he saw Stan driving away; to think he
must be going to the store to buy food for lunch and/or some beer. Paul remembered he
was low on gas and manipulated his way to the driver's seat. Jo Anne and Julie, sitting on
the front stoop, hollered at him to buy some lunch.
"Didn't Stan just go to get some." (or is he too mighty to function as one might expec'
"No. He left."
Once, skiing, Katherine and he sat dripping cold at an oak table drinking coffee.
The wetness was of inside thawing; outside they were still frozen. It was the middle of
the week, so there was no crowd: the ski area, its operators, its employees, a handful
of skiers (there were always some skiers) including themselves. Just them: no friends, no
private crowd; drinking coffee, tired, watching, commenting, having just skied - preparif*
to ski again. He was ready to go out - her feet were sore: that's when he had told her
about the letter he had written to Julie. A boy, ten or twelve years old, came inside, his
face and fingermotions betraying their numbness, smiling his upper lip into the mucous followed by his older brother. The younger said (not softly, even for his age), "They're
talking about summer," pointing. The older brother - not more,than sixteen - slapped him
hard with the back of his glove: "When are you going to grow up. Shut up." They skied.
As Paul started the car, Julie ran up to the car. "Are we going to the lake today?
Some words ran out of his mouth: "What time is it; how's your brother; where did
Stan go; is Katherine awake; I haven't eaten yet; my arm's asleep."
She looked at him blankly. He put the car into reverse and turned his head to look
at the back window. Jo Anne, inexplicably, was standing in the middle of the driveway*
He motioned for her to move. She didn't move. "Get the fuck out of the way." (Someday
I will fall in love with Jo Anne) She was gone.
Driving to the gas station, he turned the radio on. He tried to remember when they
had shut it off the night before, but could not. Now there was no sound. He turned the
volume up. A hum. He turned the dial - a constant hum - a constantly louder hum; a
of static, a spark, smoke. That was all. No fire; no more hum; no static. Although he
was driving absent-mindedly: no accident, no screeching brakes.
And no terror - just a resolve to get the tank filled with gasoline because it was
nearly empty. The filling station, the hose, the tank, the attendant, the windshield
the paper chamoix, the magic cleaning solvent - trite conversation: summer, the money-
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He drove back to the Sears easily without groceries.
Marty and Katherine were sitting on the front step. She came to the car before he
shut the engine off. "I'm dirty. Could you take me home."
Paul noticed he was shaking. "My car radio burned out."
Marty overheard, suggested they check the lights. None of them worked.
In the fall preceding, when Paul's car was not working, he decided he would go out
to the Sears to see Marty and his mother. For a few weeks he had been content with his new
found isolation: it takes a while to get over the summer and the winter before, his apartment
had often been crowded. But he remembered in time what it was like to be lonely again. Bus
service to the Sears' was unreliable and slow but it was possible to get within two miles
of the place without too much diffeculty. The plan (his plan) had been to get off at a particular
stop near a phone booth and call, but he had become so intrigued by the advertising on the
bus walls (or overwhelmed by the boredom of an empty bus) that he missed his stop and ended
up a ways further out. There was no phone so he decided to walk. While he had been lost
in the product propoganda fall-pleasant had become autumn-brutal. The sudden coldness
that followed a heavy shower caused ice to form on the puddles - ice so thin that even walking
next to them caused them to crack. Upon entering the house he observed to Marty that
howling winds actually did howl. He couldn't remember now what he had done at the Sears'
that night, only that he rode a bus back the following noon, that causing him to miss a class
and encounter severe academic difficulty for the following week or so.
"Sure, hop in." he moaned. "I have to get cigarettes anyway."
Much later he remembered that he had looked into the mirror and had seen nothing,
bfe tried to remember which mirror, but couldn't.

- Tom Coak ley
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Many Happy Returns
48 pp. SI.75

by Ted Berrigan, New York: Corinth Books, 1969

Many Happy Returns is not that good a book, but it is one with which
we can all identify. It is about confusion and the sneaking suspision that we
might not be all that sane, except that we are confused which is something
that if we were really insane we wouldn't feel. Now if you find that reasoning
a little simplistic and not terribly realistic (mature) it is because that is exactly
what the book is: the song of a humpty-dumpty man before the fall and after,
set vaguely to the tune of "Don't Fence Me In."
Still the book is enjoyable, especially when Berrigan accepts his plight
and doesn't fall into that string of conceits that he likes to use about himself.
"I trust my sanity and I am proud," he says, but no one can really trust one's
own sanity in this age, especially if one has taken 17 1/2 milligrams of desoxyn
as Berrigan admits in one poem.
The ultimate comment on his poetry is made by Berrigan himself in the
opening poem, "Words For Love." "If/ I sometimes grow weary, and seem
still, nevertheless/ my heart still loves, will break." And within the context
of English poetry we can take ihat as understatement.
- D.L.B.
The Storm And Other Poems by William Pitt Root, New York: Atheneum Press,
1969 $2.45
Since the later experiments of Pound and Williams and the pot-pourri of
technical innovations that has dominated poetry since the war, it has become
increasingly difficult for young poets to accomplish the most urgent of early
objectives, finding the natural measure or structure for their speech. Probably
the greatest virtue of William Pitt Root's first volume is that his successes
and failures reproduce the dialectic af modern American poetry in microcosm.
Many of the poems, apparently earlier efforts, show a mastery of troditional,
prewar techniques, while others suggest the influence or the intimidation of
the projectivists. In the best poems, however, there is no ostensibly dominant
influence.
"The Wavering Field," one of the most striking poems in the collection,
takes the sonnet form, sans end-rhyme and with enough metrical variation to
avoid charges of monotony or archaism. In a rural portrait reminiscent of
Robert Frost in tone, the farmer leans against the stock waiting for his son
to bring water. The farmer is drawn in the earthen browns of Millet:
his legs
a clay of sweat and dust smoked from the acres
his plow has cut
He leans to watch:
his youngest son,
real against the shimmering horizon
run from the house and past the family graveyard.
A mason jar of water shines in his arms.
The contrasting tone of these lines, particularly the vowel melody produced
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by the increasingly soft a's leading up to the long i in shines , make the jar
even brighter, giving an eerie, sterling flash to the poem's end. This is the
kind of studied audial and visual effect that distinguishes the more traditional
poems. Root's insistence on making the poem "as accessible to the reader as
the experience behind it was to the writer," results in shorp vividness and
c*gr'*as 'n *be poem quoted above. But the same concern can produce unfortunate
overstatements. Poems such as "Fisherman" , whose chief strength is in the
subtle suggestiveness of such lines as "a pale gull slowly wheels a relic circle,"

are flawed by statements that attempt to synthesize or summarize what is grace
fully implicit in the procession of images. We are given the sea, the net, the
dying fish and the lovers. What has not been communicated in the original
rendering of these images can not be carried by the lines: "They are young/
and neither reems to notice/ the distant net flashing
"
The poems that assume a more irregular cadence lack the stoccado force
and compression that is the staple of the projective techniques. "The End
Cf Winter In An Old Neighborhood" is an imaginatively sculptured constellation
pleasing to the eye, but the advantages that might be gained by deserting the
left hand margin are not realized. Root's line placements seem too often
arbitrory impulses, or an apology for prose. It is possible, by giving more air
to certain phrases, to de-emphasize the sentence and consequently the art
ifice of the poem, thus focusing the reader's attention on the object itself.
But we find in thefirst lines of "While The Ocean Turns":
I see
their long thin stems
an image that clearly is meant to be lean and stark, an image that could
thrive in spatial isolation, were it not attended by the first three words
reminding us that the poet is acting as intermediare. It is evident that Root
is not yet fully aware of the possibilities inherent in some of the new techniques.
But it is not necessary for one to master a technique in order to be favorably
influenced by it.
The Storm", the title poem of the volume, is a long piece, nearly
°ne hundred and fifty lines, masterful in its building of moods, its overall
rhythm and coherence. The central image is of Root's father, a farmer pitted
against "the Gulf Coast's holocaustal hurricanes", disaster that dramatizes
and heightens the pitch of life, and of Root himself as man and boy contrasting
V|tal memories of his father with the emptiness of his death. The poet trans
cends his problems with technique in this poem; there is a true assimilation,
and he disposes of methods and rhythms as he needs them. We encounter such
dream image
s as
the wreckage of 10,000 blossoms floating,
wide useless blossoms, ripe and flimsy,
drowning in the armpit deep floodwater
10

'ines broad and buoyant enough to bear them, and are brought to a full

^cognition of thepoet's questioning grief by lines that appropriately trail off
lnt° space at the poem's end.
The living dark curls up around your back
and you are gone, the dark rising around you
as you bend to plant your blood.
But father, C father
what silence.
3"

There is reassuring evidence in poems such as "The Storm" that the youngest
of the ^msrican poets are neither cowed nor dominated by the influence of the
later Pound and Williams. There is not the compulsion to "invent" that has
often dissipated natural lines to a series of coughs, nor is precision of sound
and visual detail abondoned in the name of experimentation or a cheap
spontaneity. Olsen, Duncan and Blackburn have pulled the poem apart for
us, making valuable discoveries in the process; it will be the business of
poets such as Root to put it back together again, and in so doing place the
literary events of the past thiry years in sane perspective.
- D.M.E.
Cn Bear's Head by Philip Whalen, New York: Harcourt Brace & World,
1969 406 pp. S3.95
This is the first publication by Philip Whalen on a major press, meaning
that it is the first book by this delightful American poet available to the
general public in most any book store at a reasonable price. For the past ten
years he has been publishing his books, like many good contemporary poets,
on little presses with small editions, limited distrubution and high prices.
Now we have a collected Whalen for everyone. Complete from 1950 to 1966,
six books actually in one edition, and the results are very hard to describe in
usual critical terms. Whalen himself called his work a "nerve movie" and his
word is as good as any, if not the best. They are the poems of one man seeing
the world, but the trick is tbat this man really SEES the world and that WORLD
is always MOVINGI They are running monologues of inticement to the imag
ination by a man whose wit, style and perception could only belong to a hybrid
of George Burns and Albert Einstein. It is also a book anyone could pick up to
read and find something; something funny, something profound, something you
thought you never could think or understand. Whalen will help you. He'll
show you his home movies and ask you the question which always seems to be
on the tip of his forehead: "How do you like your Universe?", with a smile on
his poem and a gleam in his eyes. On Bear's Head is a brilliant loner's attempt
for the last 20 years to explain to himself a universe that keeps getting more
complicated all the time. Whalen does it with such a boundless sense of
invention that it is a wonder he is not by now one ahead of that universe,
and often I suspect he is.
Whalen's comedy is that of a Homer conscientiously searching for a subject
for his epic. It is a serious humor, the kind Kurt Vonegut or Joseph Heller use
to make us laugh, or else we may just start to cry. This modern comic hero
invokes the Muses:
Double-blank equalling
Half-nothing
With which I'm suppose to be content while you
Retain the only delectable sparkling furry magical
WHEN ARE YOU COMING HOME?
and manages to cast his poetry through Her to the depths of Eastern and Western
cultural history. What he manages to bring back and capture on the page varies
from comments on metaphysics:
What we see of the world is the mind's
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Invention and the mind
Though stained by it, becoming
Rivers, sun, mule-dung, flies Can shift instantly
A dirty bird in a square time
to the building of the Vatican and art in general:
Considerably faster, the Basilica of St Peter
A momentary flash, a brainstorm, an internal shifting
(
Nothing to do with time-keeping or spending, the rules of the stonemason s gui
Maybe a headache between the hours of 1 & 10 P.M.
Walking the street alone
to the pride of lovers:
IT IS PRIDE : A false humility, we put ourselves down
None of us believes
"lama prize package"

S

that we aren't idly chosen
(Darwin is all about South American bugs)
or that our own taste in lovers
is infallible
Whalen's achievement is a mighty one, and this collection is the first to give
'» proper evidence. Though Louis Simpson failed to mention him in his summary
of American poetry in the 1960's recently in the New York Times Book Review,
next to Duncan and Snyder, or perhaps in a completely different class, Philip
Whalen is a new major American poet.
-P.D.K.
f
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Earth House Hold by Gary Snyder, New York: New Directions Books, 1969

U3 pp. Vl .95
The position of the artist in society has always been troublesome to poets and
writers. This alreody complicated situation is added to in America. Pound, Hemingway,
Elliot and others found themselves exiles from the country that gave birth to them.
Exile is no longer possible. Coca Cola is everywhere. It runs in our veins. As Pbund
P«1 it in a letter to Joyce: "The world is too fucking with us." But Ginsberg was wrong;
best minds of his generation were not described in "Howl". A great mind is not one
which permites itself to die a junkie, male prostitute, singing Zen chants, drunk on
^eap wine, in the neon light, under the tracks of the El. Gary Snyder is alive. To say
he is well is to make a judgement with less basis in fact then even I am prepared to do.
To be alive today and still be a writer distinguishes him from the great mass of people
*ho call themselves poets and writers. Earth House Hold is a very vital book. Part
°T it is Snyder's journals of his travels, both to a Zen monastery in Japan and on a freighter
« a fireman. In both his journals and his essays there is a warmth of character and
0 deling of humanity. I get the feeling of a man who is honest and searching; a man who
to a monastery to learn, not to escape .Arrogance is not created by his knowledge.
Papism does not leod him to search and knowledge does not leod him to escape.
Bullshit art is easy to create. The omniscient observer's role often is a rationalization
°9ainst involvment. The creator who creates his own world and then writes about it
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isn't alive. Life Is Important to Gary Snyder. Ecology and its relation to all society at
his recuring themes. He states them well, drawing from his broad backround in Cultural
Anthropology, Comparative Religion, and the Natural Sciences. As a collection of
literature, it is an impressive history of fifteen years of one poet's involvment in the
world around him. As a piece of contemporary comment, it challenges us all to re
evaluate the basis for our way of life in America.
- M.S.B.

NEW CONTRIBUTORS & NOTES:
Phil Church is an
is
D .
assocate professor of English at Kenyon and a poetry editor of the
Kenyon Review. lhe parts published in this issue are from a long poem which he has
been working on since 1963, when an earlier version wos published in Hika. Other
parts will hopefully appear in future issues.
John Lockwood, the movie buff, is a freshman at Kenyon.
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